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SALUTE TO ISRAEL: The Feenjon & El Avram Groups featuring vocals by Margalit, Avram Grobard, Holly Lipton, Ron Eliron & Ali Hafid, 17 Selections including the famous Jerusalem of Gold as well as Erev Shel Shoshanim, Eyfo Hem, Od Shanah, Bashana Haba’ah, Ani Zocher, etc.
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Also available on the following cassettes:
51488 Jerusalem of Gold with the Feenjon Group
51730 Any Time of the Year with the El Avram Group
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ISRAELI POPULAR HITS

featuring

The EL AVRAM GROUP
and The FEENJON GROUP

*1. O' DECHA KEE ANITANI (3:15)
   Thou Hast Answered Me

*2. HAYU LAYLOT (4:35)
   Those Were the Nights

*3. MALCHUT HA 'HERMON (3:15)
   Hermon's Kingdom

*4. LAILA, LAILA (4:30)
   Night, Night

*5. HALLELUJAH (3:05)

*6. ZE LO NORA (2:13)
   It's Not that Terrible

*7. ADON OLAM (3:00)
   Lord of the World

*8. HAYU YAMIM 4:20
   Those Were the Days

*9. NOLAD' LA' SHALOM (4:05)
   Born for Peace

10. JOSHUA (2:20)

11. LO A' HAVTEA DIE (2:35)
   Didn't Love Enough

12. WHERE HAVE ALL THE FLOWERS GONE (3:53)
   (Sung in English & Hebrew)

13. KINOR DAVID (4:30)
   David's Violin

14. YASS (3:52)
   (Sung in Yiddish)

15. EREV BA (3:25)
   Evening Comes

16. DONNA DONNA (2:50)
   (Sung in English)

17. HABENA BADENA (3:55)
   We Love Each Other
   (Sung in Arabic)

18. RUMANIA (3:45)
   (Sung in Yiddish)

19. I BELIEVE (3:12)
   (Sung in English)

MARGALIT (Vocals): 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12
AVRAM (Vocals): 1, 3, 5, 7, 9, 11, 13, 14, 19
HEVRON (Vocal): 15/JERRY (Vocals): 16, 18/ALI (Vocal): 17

* with the EL AVRAM GROUP
** with the FEENJON GROUP

Selections Nos. 2, 4, 6, 8 Ensemble conducted by Yoel Sharr
Selections Nos. 10, 12 Ensemble conducted by Jerry Sappir
ISRAELI POPULAR HITS
featuring
The El Avram Group & The Feenjon Group
Vocals by Margalit and Avram Grobard

1. O'DECHA KEE ANITANI 3:15
   (N. Yimini - M. Zaira)
2. HAYU LAILOT 4:35
   (Y. Orland - M. Zaira)
3. MALCHUT HA' HERMON 3:15
   (Y. Katz - E. Netser)
4. LAILEA, LAILEA 4:30
   (Alterman - Zaira)
5. HALLELUJAH 3:05
   (S. Or - K. Oshrat)
6. ZE LO NORA 2:13
   (J. Solano - Hebrew lyrics: D. Avidan)
7. ADON OLAM 3:00
   (U. Hitman - O. Ben Hur)
8. HAYU YAMIM 4:20
   (Boris Fomin - Hebrew lyrics: Miki Hartabi)
9. NOLAD' LA' SHALOM 4:05
   (U. Hitman)
10. JOSHUA 2:20
    (A. Sella - Y. Zarai)
11. LO A HAVTEA DIE 2:35
    (N. Shemer)
12. WHERE HAVE ALL THE FLOWERS GONE 3:53
    (Pete Seeger / Hebrew lyrics: A. Ettinger)
13. KINOR DAVID 4:30
    (A. Medinah - Y. Badichi)
14. YASS 3:52
    (From Yiddish folk tune)
15. EREV BA 3:25
    (Dov Seltzer)
16. DONNA DONNA 2:50
    (Sholom Secunda)
17. HABENA BADENA 3:55
    (Arabic)
18. RUMANIA 3:45
    (Yiddish)
19. I BELIEVE 3:12
    (Ron Eliron)
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